
Leo Dempster for Scottish YL Vice Chair 

 

My name is Leo, I'm 18 years old, I’m from Gourock on the west coast of Scotland, I am an 

avid sailor and I enjoy nature, I work at my local EE centre and I do not cure study but I’m 

hoping to go to uni next year to pursue a degree in urban planning and I 'm running to be the 

next vice-chair of Scottish YL. 

 

I have a great deal of experience locally in my local party of which I am the youngest 

member, I help with our local group to organise leafleting runs and group meetings to 

discuss local issues, during the May elections we managed to deliver to every house in the 

wards we contested, during august we had a meeting with Wendy 

Chamberlain to discuss ways forward for the local party, this was very insightful as she was 

raised In Inverclyde . I already carry a number of youth based responsibilities locally, I also 

do work with my local council and work regularly with councillors in my area, so I have first 

hand experiences of dealing with people in this area, my experience comes from a different 

part of Scotland which isn’t well represented across the Liberal Democrats, and have helped 

to bring a new lease of life to my LP and it is for this reason that I would like to bring my 

experience and expertise to the table to be a fresh new voice on the Scottish YL Exec. 

 

Why am I standing? 

 

Coming from a small branch can feel hopeless and I want to give people a feeling that their 

small branch is represented through me. 

 

I think taking a different & more constructive approach aiming at working with struggling 

branches would deliver results - the Lib Dems are a local party at our heart and engagement 

with local politics starts young - and I will help engage that. 

 

I believe that I can bring a fresh new voice to the Scottish YL exec, with an outlook from a 

region that has little to no Liberal representation. Inverclyde was once a strong Lib Dem area 

and I would aim to bring my experience from bringing a new lease of life to my local party to 

the table. 

 

What will I deliver? 

 

If I am elected, I aim to: 

 

- Bring constructive new ideas 

- Guide the chair in important decisions 

- Be a helpful voice for officers 

- Work to get more members from local parties involved 

 

Leo Dempster  

 

 

 


